**Goals:**
Create a platform where people set up goals and dreams and move towards fulfillment with a support of a same-mined community.

**Monday**
Web or Android or iOS - team chooses the platform and technology stack

**Tuesday**
User can create goals/dreams, plan them and follow the plan.

**Wednesday**
User can browse the community of same-mined people to get inspiration and support

**Thursday**
Integration with 3rd parties (blogs, web pages) for recommendations and techniques to achieve goals

**Friday**
Gamification: users receive bonuses for following their plan + for helping others with advices and cheering up

**Saturday**
All IP and results of the project are transferred to the company. Future collaboration is possible in case of positive outcome.

**Sunday**
Design, Product support, Time Management Tips and Cookies are provided.

**Notes**
Genia Trofimova
Product Owner
trofimova.e@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/geniacmu/